EHS Assist/HP Assist:

The EHS Assistant is a comprehensive database system that allows authorized faculty and staff to manage important safety and compliance information pertaining to their laboratories or work space in the following areas:

- Chemical inventory management
- Radioactive material (procurement, use & disposal)
- Tracking laboratory equipment (survey meters, xrays & lasers)
- Responding to findings from safety site visits
- Registration of laboratory personnel

Main Profile Page

Main (Profile): Depending on your permit type (Chemical or RAM) you will see a variation of this screen on your profile:

Quick Links along the right provide access to important EHS resources and information:
Icons The panel icons located along the bottom provide access to specific topics:

**Chemical Users (Workers)** profile will look similar to this:

**RAM Users (Workers)** profile will see additional icons that allow for the management of Radiological Materials

RAM/CHEM Permit holders (P.I.) and Lab Supervisors will have the ability to add new workers to their Chemical Permit.
For more information on using the EHSA system use the “Help” button located at the bottom of each page. If you need assistance contact your EHS safety representative or email general questions to: ehs@osu.edu